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Drivers for 

regulatory change



Drivers for 

regulatory 

reform

 Vulnerable consumer group

 Adverse media attention

 Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety and other inquiries

 Social media and review websites expand resident complaint platforms

 Active resident associations and consumer groups

 Pressure for reform has increased with sector scrutiny

 Negative sentiment towards retirement villages sector - questioning if 

retirement villages are a thing of the past

 Reform policies appeal to growing demographic of voters (baby boomers)

 Innovative contract options offering choice and/or certainty to capture buyers 

e.g. guaranteed buybacks, change of mind guarantees, fixed recurrent fees, 

no reinstatement or resale costs and caps on recurrent fees after departure

 Do these options set the benchmark for reforms to follow? Will regulators 

attempt to enshrine them into legislation, thereby reducing future flexibility?

 Multiple reform cycles across the nation resulting in reform creep 

 e.g. mandatory buybacks, pre-contractual disclosure periods, disclosure 

documents and form of contract

 Jurisdictions are ‘cherry picking’ from others and activity is increasing

Leading to legislative overreach?

NATIONAL

REFORM 

CREEP 

SECTOR

INNOVATION

POLITICAL

SECTOR

SCRUTINY

Key catalysts



Sector 

scrutiny

 Intensely critical media attention since June 2017 

when the Four Corners / Fairfax joint investigation aired

 Recent ‘Earle Haven Retirement Village’ incident

 Flow on scrutiny from regulators, politicians, consumer 

groups and class action lawyers

 No operator has been spared, with sales levels falling 

between 30% and 50% in the financial year immediately 

after the Four Corners / Fairfax investigation

 The calls for change have been loud and clear

As Katherine Greiner AO

NSW Retirement Village Ambassador has said:  

It is up to the industry to improve or the 

sector will be regulated out of existence



Other sector 

observations

 Investment and development:

 focus of sector has turned to greenfield projects and 

redevelopment of existing villages 

 aggregation of portfolios by the major sector operators 

via acquisition has virtually ceased

 diversification of built form – vertical villages

 Increased competition from alternative forms of 

seniors accommodation (e.g. land lease communities, 

rental villages, build-to-rent and family home)

 Changing consumer expectations:

 4 Cs: choice of options, certainty of financial terms, care options 

and clarity of contracts

 most significant innovation ever in the content and form of 

residence contracts has occurred over the last two years
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National regulatory 

changes overview



Overview of legislative changes – recent and proposed

Queensland New South Wales

 Significant new amendments 

passed in November 2017

 Initial provisions commenced 

10 November 2017

 Stage 1 commenced on 

1 February 2019

 Stages 2 and 3 yet to commence.  

Anticipated end of 2019

 New amending Act passed on 

3 April 2019 to require operators to 

buy back freehold interests

 Further amendments to regulations 

after 2019 (e.g. standard form contract)

 New regulations commenced 

1 September 2017

 Katherine Greiner AO: 143-page report 

on ‘Inquiry into the NSW Retirement 

Village Sector’ issued 15 December 2017. 

Made 17 recommendations for legislative 

amendment.  NSW Government to 

implement all 17 recommendations

 First tranche of changes implemented by 

Retirement Villages Amendment Act 2018 

(NSW) commenced 1 July 2019

 Discussion paper released 9 July 2019 

regarding 6 / 12 month buyback for 

registered interest holders

 Further reforms on the horizon

2017 and ongoing 2017 and ongoing

South Australia

 New Retirement Villages Act 

2016 (SA) commenced 

1 January 2018

2016 to 2018

ACT

 Retirement Villages Legislation 

Amendment Act 2019 (ACT) 

Act passed in April 2019 and 

commenced on 1 July 2019

2018 to present



Overview of legislative changes – recent and proposed

Tasmania  / NT

 No review of the legislation is 

currently expected at this 

stage

No review expected

Victoria

 Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry into the 

Retirement Housing Sector occurred in 

2017 including recommendation to review 

the Retirement Villages Act 1986 (Vic)

 Retirement Villages (Contractual 

Arrangements Regulations 2017 (Vic) 

(relating to the ‘aged care rule’) 

came into force on 30 June 2017

 Discussion paper relating to review 

of Act expected to be released by 

Victorian Government in coming 

months

2017 to present, Act under review

Western Australia

 Statutory review report for the 

Retirement Villages Act 1992 (WA) 

originally released in 2010

 Following the report, various changes 

to the Act were implemented between 

2012 and 2016

 Act is currently under further review. A 

series of consultation papers on 

various categories of further potential 

reforms are expected to be released by 

Western Australian Government over a 

period of several months

Act under review
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Buyback 

obligations

 Increasing trend of statutory requirement for operators to pay 

certain amounts to former residents (or buy back freehold units) 

within a specified period after a resident leaves

 Required payments can be:

 all or part of the exit entitlement (or value of freehold unit)

 contributions toward aged care accommodation

 Queensland is the first jurisdiction to mandate freehold buybacks

 Being driven by various factors including uncertainty for 

former residents and property market factors

 More favourable buybacks obligations are now commonly 

reflected in contracts (particularly by larger operators)



1.   Buyback obligations – comparison
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QLD NSW / ACT VIC

Period of 

time

18 months after termination 6 months after vacant possession 6 months after vacant possession

Tenure Lease/licence and freehold Non-registered interest 

holders only

(does not include freehold or 

leases/subleases in which resident does 

not share in at least 50% capital gain)

Lease/licence only

Exceptions None. However, operator

can require evidence of 

probate before payment is made

None Does not apply residents 

who have rights to participate 

in the resale process under 

their contracts

Other 

comments

Retrospective in operation. 

Timeframe to be reviewed 

in November 2019. 

Hardship provisions apply

Hardship provisions apply

Proposed: Registered interest 

holders: 6 months - metro and 12 

months - regional. Aged care 

accommodation payments being 

considered

Resident can require operator 

to fund any daily accommodation

payment for aged care (capped 

at 85% of estimated exit 

entitlement). Hardship provisions 

apply

1



1.   Buyback obligations – comparison
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SA WA TAS NT

Period of 

time

18 months after the 

resident ceases to reside

45 days after the resident 

ceases to reside

6 months after the 

resident dies or gives 

notice of termination of 

their contract

6 months after the 

resident gives notice 

of termination of their 

contract

Tenure Lease/licence only Lease/licence only Lease/licence only Sublease/licence only

Exceptions Does not apply if resident 

shares in capital gain and

elects to postpone 

payment until the right is 

sold

Does not apply if resident

has the right to appoint 

their own agent to sell 

their interest in the unit

Nil Nil

Other 

comments

Resident can require 

operator to fund any daily 

accommodation payment 

for aged care (capped 

at 85% of estimated 

exit entitlement). 

Hardship provisions apply

Act currently under 

review – it is likely that 

changes to buyback 

provisions will be 

considered

Operator may be required 

to pay exit entitlement for 

aged care or other 

accommodation.

Hardship provisions apply

Payment must be made 

within 1 month if operator 

terminates the contract

1



Pre-contractual 

disclosure
 Increasing shift towards consumer-protection –

push towards clearer disclosure so informed choices 

can be made by prospective residents

 All jurisdictions have statutory disclosure requirements 

and most have minimum disclosure time periods before 

entry into contracts

 Statutory cooling-off and settling-in periods more common

 Impact on pre-sales, funding and investment

 Practical effects on settlements and timing
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2.   Precontractual disclosure – comparison

QLD NSW / ACT VIC

Minimum 

period of time

21 days before the operator enters 

into the residence contract. 

Resident can waive or shorten 

period

14 days before the operator enters 

into the residence contract

21 days before the resident enters 

into a residence contract

Disclosure 

documents

 Village Comparison Document

 Prospective Costs Document

 Residence contract

 By-laws

 General inquiry document

 Disclosure statement

 Each ‘village contract’

 Factsheet

 Disclosure statement

 Residence contract

 By-laws

Cooling-off

period when 

contract 

signed?

Yes – 14 days after residence 

contract is entered into or last 

condition is satisfied, whichever is 

later. Cannot be waived but 

contract can be completed

Yes – 7 business days after 

entering into village contract 

(unless resident occupies in which 

case it is waived). 

Contract cannot complete until 

cooling-off period expires

Yes – 3 business days 

after signing the contract. Cannot 

be waived but contract can be 

completed

Contracting 

time frame

35 days 14 days + 7 business days 

(90 day settling-in period 

also applies)

21 days + 3 business days

2
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2.   Precontractual disclosure – comparison

SA WA TAS NT

Minimum 

period of time

10 business days before a 

resident enters into a 

residence contract

10 business days 

before a resident enters 

into a residence contract

Before a resident enters 

into a residence contract

Before a resident enters 

into a residence contract

Disclosure 

documents

 Disclosure statement

 Residence contract

 Financial statements

 Minutes of meetings

 Residence rules

 Remarketing policy

 Code of conduct

 Information statement

 Notice of rights 

 Residence contract  

 Residence rules

 Village accounts

 Financial information

 Code of conduct

 Notice of rights

 Residence contract

 Resident checklist

 Financial information

 Village rules

 Details of fees, charges 

and services

 Information statement

 Resident checklist

 Financial information

 Village rules

 Land title notation

Cooling-off

period when 

contract 

signed?

Yes – 10 business days 

after signing (unless 

resident occupies and 

signs a waiver)

Yes – 7 business days 

after signing and all 

documents are provided, 

whichever is later (unless

resident occupies in 

which case it is waived)

Yes – 5 business days 

after signing and all 

documents are provided, 

whichever is later

Yes – 10 business days 

after signing (unless

resident occupies in 

which case it is waived)

Contracting 

time frame)

20 business days 17 business days 5 business days 10 business days

2



Residence 

contracts
 Trend towards statutory requirements for:

 standard form residence contracts

 mandatory or prohibited content

 Potential issues with over-regulation of contracts:

 impedes flexibility and innovation –

not a case of ‘one size fits all’

 can lead to more complex contracts which are 

harder to read and understand

 difficult to achieve consistency across sector with various 

different contract forms and terminology in use
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2.   Content of residence contracts – comparison3

QLD NSW VIC

Standard 

form contract

Upcoming stage 2 changes 

contemplate possible standard 

form contract for all tenure types. 

New regulations and forms 

yet to issue

Yes No

Prescribed 

mandatory 

content

Yes – in the Act and the 

regulations.  New amendments 

contemplate further regulations 

setting out prescribed mandatory 

content

In addition to the standard form 

contract, the Act contemplates that 

regulations may make provision for 

matters to be included in contracts

Yes – regulations set out matters 

that the contract must address, 

including prescribed headings and 

format

Prescribed 

prohibited

content

No, but new amendments 

contemplate that regulations may 

prescribe prohibited content

In addition to the standard form 

contract, the Act contemplates that 

regulations may make provision for 

matters that are to be excluded

from contracts

Yes – the regulations set out 

matters that the contract must not 

include
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2.   Content of residence contracts – comparison3

SA / WA TAS ACT NT

Standard form 

contract

No No No No

Prescribed 

mandatory 

content

Yes – regulations set out 

matters that the contract 

must address

Yes – the Act sets out 

matters that the contract 

must address

Yes – the regulations set 

out matters that the 

contract must address

Yes – the Code sets out 

matters that the contract 

must address

Prescribed 

prohibited

content

No No Yes – the regulations set 

out matters that the 

contract must not include

No



Financial 

matters
 Restrictions on charging service fees after former resident 

leaves the village – hot topic for the media!

 Changes to:

 budgets and financial statements

 village funds

 resident approval and voting on financial matters

 characterisation of expenditure
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2.   Financial matters – comparison4

QLD NSW

Summary 

of new 

requirements

Stage 3 changes (expected in 2020) 

will require:

 new general services fund to be established 

(separate from existing maintenance reserve 

fund)

 standard form budgets and annual 

financial statements to be used

Forms are yet to be released

From 1 September 2017:

 annual must further detail head office expenses

 additional costs that cannot be funded by 

recurrent charges

 contingencies effectively banned from budgets 

(capped at $1)

From 1 July 2019:

 operators are to have accounts audited 

annually by qualified auditor approved by 

residents

Proposed: 42 day limit on recovery of recurrent 

charges after resident has 

vacated the unit
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2.   Financial matters – comparison4

SA ACT VIC / WA / TAS / NT

Summary 

of new 

requirements

From 1 January 2018:

 in setting annual budgets, operators

must provide residents with 

description of each item of 

‘management expenditure’

 prior to annual general meetings, 

operators must convene at least 2 

meetings with residents committee 

to discuss annual budget

 operators are prohibited from 

recovering certain costs including 

depreciation, cost of legal advice 

and fees payable by the operator for 

new units

From 1 July 2019:

 residents may agree to receive 

notice of increases of their recurrent 

charges less than 

60 days, but not less than 

30 days, before increases take 

effect

 the Minister will have the power to 

make binding guidelines 

distinguishing between capital 

maintenance (for which residents 

are liable) and capital replacement 

(for which operators are 

responsible)

No new 

requirements apply
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2.   Enforceable behavioural standards – comparison5

QLD NSW SA

Outline of 

standards

Part 8 of the Act commenced 10 

November 2017 and contains a suite of 

new operator and resident behavioural

obligations

Act contains various operator 

obligations 

and resident rights relating to the use 

and enjoyment of the village. 

New ‘rules of conduct’ in regulations 

commenced on 1 July 2019 with 

balance to commence on 1 January 

2020. The rules cover:

 general standards of conduct and 

professionalism

 representations in marketing 

retirement villages and units

 avoiding conflicts of interest

 complaint handling and internal 

dispute resolution processes

 training and competencies

 Regulations contain the ‘Operator 

and Residents Code 

of Conduct’.  The code covers 

behavioural obligations for 

operators and residents

 Section 63 of the Act provides that it 

is a term of a residence contract 

that the operator and resident will 

observe the code of conduct

Consequence 

of non-

compliance

A dispute about Part 8 rights and 

obligations can be referred to QCAT as 

a ‘retirement village dispute’

Some rules have penalties 

(up to $11,000) for non-compliance

If operator breaches a code 

of conduct the maximum penalty 

is $2,500



Changes 

in village 

operations

 Queensland has recently passed (yet to commence) provisions 

placing restrictions on:

 changes in village ownership

 closure / winding down of villages

 redevelopment of villages

 The new redevelopment provisions are of particular concern for 

operators in the sector

Will other jurisdictions follow suit?



1.   Change in village operations – comparison
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Approval / action

required
QLD NSW / ACT VIC / WA SA TAS NT

Change in

ownership

Department

approval*

Resident meeting 

required

No Resident 

meeting 

required

Resident meeting 

required

No

Redevelopment Resident or 

Department 

approval*

No* No Resident 

meeting 

required

No No

Proposed 

closure / wind 

down (not de-

registration)

Resident or 

Department 

approval*

No* No No No No*

Other 

comments

*Part of stage 2 

changes to Act 

to start shortly. 

Regulations and 

forms yet to 

issue

*Resident 

approval required 

to vary services

or facilities. 

Redevelopment 

rules currently 

being considered 

in NSW

*Resident approval 

required to vary 

services or 

facilities

6
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Impact and 

challenges 

for sector



Resident and consumer confidence
Investor 

confidence

 Moving into a retirement village is now 

only one of a number of appealing 

options for retirees

 ‘Wait for the dust to settle’?

 Effect on existing residents

Impact on sector

28

 Uncertainty about what is around the 

corner

 Uncertainty around further regulatory 

changes may reduce likelihood of 

investment

 Redevelopment provisions a disincentive 

to much-needed investment in existing 

villages?

Impact on …



 More 'red tape’ and compliance costs – constant changes to 

documents!

 Restrictions on innovation in contract offerings

 Liquidity concerns arising from mandatory buybacks and 

requirements for operators to make aged care payments

 Increasingly difficult to compete with alternate seniors 

accommodation options

 Uncertainty around redevelopment – increasingly old stock

 Impacts on investment in sector and effect on development 

and growth

Impact and 

challenges for 

operators



 Time for self-regulation – can we learn from our friends across 

the ditch in New Zealand?

 Retirement Living Code of Conduct

 the new standard to be met by operators from 1 January 2020

 higher standard of operational practices and procedures than 

strict regulatory compliance

 demonstrate as a cohesive sector a willingness to improve –

requires majority to adopt and implement well

 Australian Retirement Village Accreditation Scheme (ARVAS)

 joint initiative of LASA and Retirement Living Council

 anticipated launch in second half of 2019

Sector 

response



 More regulatory reviews and changes – will we eventually 

see harmonised national legislation?

 Royal Commission extended to the retirement villages sector?

 Further tightening of mandatory buyback rules and obligations 

on operators to release funds for aged care and other 

accommodation?

 More restrictions on the redevelopment of existing villages in 

other jurisdictions?

What does 

the future 

hold?



–

Questions
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